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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: Elk Rapids, MI              July, 19 2022 

 

ELK RAPIDS OFFICERS RECOGNIZED FOR LIFE-SAVING EFFORTS 

 

The Village Council recognized two Elk Rapids Police Department (ERPD) officers at the July 18, 2022 regular 

meeting for their outstanding performance and saving lives while on duty. Officers Chuck Horn and 

Mackenzie Pahl received awards for their quick actions and professionalism during these events in 2022. 

 

On May 5, 2022, Officer Horn was dispatched to an address on the West side of our village regarding a 

person having overdosed and, “not breathing.” Officer Horn made it to the location and found the 

unresponsive and not breathing subject. After checking for vitals and confirming the issue to be an overdose, 

Officer Horn administered Narcan. After reevaluating the unresponsive subject and observed no visible 

effect, he then delivered another dose of Narcan and the subject started to breath on their own. A short time 

later, EMS arrived and transported the subject to the hospital where a full recovery took place. 

 

On July 6, 2022, ERPD officers were dispatched to Noble Street in the village regarding “CPR in progress.” 

Officer Pahl arrived within a few minutes, exited his vehicle, and with his AED ran toward the unconscious 

victim. A medical professional had just started to perform chest compressions on the victim and Officer Pahl 

was told that the victim was not breathing, nor did they have a pulse. Officer Pahl quickly administered the 

AED and a shock was given to the victim. Officer Pahl then performed rescues breaths until EMS arrived. By 

the time that the ambulance arrived on scene, the victim’s pulse had returned. The next day a relative of the 

victim came into the station and explained that the victim had suffered a heart attack and that there is no 

doubt that first responders saved the life of the individual. 

 

“Chief Centala and his team are accustomed to providing a high-level service to village residents, 

businesses, and visitors throughout the year,” according to Village President James Janisse. “The community 

is grateful for the ERPD officers that selflessly serve our community and are ready to jump into action to 

save lives.” 
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ATTACHED – Pictures from the recognition ceremony. 
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Officer Chuck Horn, Police Chief Dave Centala, and Officer Mackenzie Pahl after the presentation 

of the “Life Saving” award and pin for their uniforms. 

 

 
 

Elk Rapids Police Chief Dave Centala handing an award to Officer Mackenzie Pahl and a “Life 

Saving” pin as recognition for his efforts in saving a life on July 6, 2022. 


